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OPF0RTU~ITIFS lH~ CFALLE:'.G[f OF Tli[ LAGOS PLA2 CF ACTION: TEE 

ROLF CF PUrLIC ErTE~P~IrFE 

I. Introduction 

The Lapoj Plan of Action arose out of reneral awareness that the 

African region has becon,e pooreF after two decades of independence. 

After experiences of recurrent droughts and famine, internecine civil 

wars between diverse ethnic rroupings, foreirn exploitation of natural 

resources, drain of scar~e foreirn exchanre; mirration of talents, 

widesprea~ unemployment, aPd rising'inflation the bells of alarm were 

rung from vari6us quarters - African and non-African. The ship. 

of State, havinp started its maiden voyare on the roueh sea of. 

develop~ent so~e twenty years before, lost its course and was so 

clearly 'heedinB fdr tha rocks'. What must he done to set it on the 

right nours~? that was the difficult question confronting those 

concerned about Africa's future and to which many ~riters on African 

development have addressed themselves. 

¥1th the future looking so bleak it would have been a grave and 

unforpivable folly to delay actionL and the action needed a plan in 

order to be orderly and effective. A special summit was therefore 

held in La~os (Nigeria) in April 1980 in order to chart the economic 

course of the African Continent and what Che African leaciers assembled 

in that summit decided are embodied in the La~os Plan of Action. It is 

of course one thing to rlraw up a plan: it is quite another t6 execute it. 

Trained and experienced public servants krow that a whole gamut of 

challenres are to he found in the latter. These challen,es must be 

thorourhly un~erstood before they can be met, not met hefare they 

•can be unlerstoo~. Iut the Plan happens to provide opportunities 

also, and these must be perceived and persued without fail. There 

are times, albeit few, when an opportunity ~o clearly presents 

itself., and is just >Jaiting to· be tal:en, but in most cases it 
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is difficult to draw the line hetween 9 oprortunity' an~ ~hallenre 1
: 

the one disBuises the other. 

In any case, a heavy burden falls on the Public Sector in 

executing the Lagos Plan of Action, In some countries it has to 

assume the !!'ajar responsil·ilities of a weak and ineffective private 

sector in adrlition to its own burdensome task of making the overall 

rolicy bearinp on the economy; in others, idenlofy has simply thrust 
' these responsibilities (an~ more) uron its shoulders. Whenever the 

Public Sector is mentioned one immediately thinks about public 

enterrrises as if the· .t-wo terms were synonymou·s when, in fact, they 

are not. This is unrlerstandatle, howev~r, because Eost African 

Governments have pivcn a lion's share to public enterprises in allocatinr 

responsibility for the realization of accelerated developll'ent. 

The thrust of this paper will therefore be on the performance 

of African public enterrrises and the rele of the latter in translatin[ 

the hopes and aspirations of the Lagos Plan of Action into a viable 

reality. The emphasis will te, however, on what they ought to do in 

order to fulfill that role, rather than how to do it, We shall also 

look briefly at the future rrospects of these enterprises in so far 

as their place in the Lagos Plan of Action is concerned. 

II, OPPORTUNITIES, CHALLENGES AND RESPONSES 

As previously said the Laros Plan of Action presents both 

opportunities and challenges in the various fields of development 

such as Agriculture, Industry, Transport and Communications, Science 

and Technology, Trade and Finance, and Buman Resources. It is now 

two years since the Plan was adopted in Lagos and we are already 

approaching some of the deadlines set ty it. It is therefore time 

to ~ause and look back it the rast two years with a view to seeing 

the achievements so far. A re-exnmination of rerformance is always 

necessary and useful as a ruice to future action. The performance 

of public enterprises in the last two years may be considered to 

• 
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be their response tc the opportunities and challenges presented 

by the Lapos Plan of Action. 

(a) Agriculture 

The Plan gives the hirhest rricrity to what the African re5ion 

has been and is in ereatest need: the production of food. It seems 

preposterous to talk about chronic shortages of food in Africa when 

the land is so vist, the soil so rich, the water so atundant and 

the reople s~ available. It is of course those who ~e supposed to 

set the wheel cf tlcvelopment in motion who should bear the blame for 

the apathy and resignation which befall the rural majority the 

primary afents of food rroduction. No other objective could take pre-

cedence over the objective of self-sufficiency in food production, 

This is indeed where the Lapos Plan of Action stands head an<l shoulders 

above the World faank ReporJ!which advocated 2n ex;iort-oriented a£'ricul

ture. 

The Lagos Plan of Action clearly spells out the targets to be 

achieved within the Pla~ period, Within a period of only five years 

(1980-1985) African countries are requied 'to brinf about immediate 

improvement in the footl situation anct -to lay the foundations for the 

achievement of self-sufficiency in cereals and in livestock an~ fish 

products'l/, Furthermore, the Plan requires the member-States to 

k I fi 131 . f d f h ~ f ma e as a rst step - strater,ic oo resources o t e or~er o 

10% of the total food production, This obviously means that they 

shoulrl aim, at the outset, at a surplus of 10% because food reserves 

can be made only when there is suplus. Dy 1985, only a mere three years 

lJ See, "Accelerated Development in sut-Saharan Africa: An. 

A~en<la for Action 11 , World bank, 1981 

y The Lares Plan of Action, P. 12, para 20. 

3/ Ibid, 
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from hence, the Plan re~uires an annual increase of fish production 

by one million tons. Because of spreadin~ desertification it calls 

for an expansion of areas under forestry rereneration programmes 

by 10% annually upto 1985, and the expansion of forest reserves Ly 

10% from 1980 to 1985. 

The policies to be followed towards the realization of these 

tarrets have similarly been laid out. The primary actors on the 

scape of develooment are the member-States and they have accepted 

this role unequivocally in tbe Lagos Plan of Action, but there are 

other actors to whose lot an auxillary role falls. These are the 

ECA, DAU, FAD, IFAD, WFP, AD[ and fADEA, Therefore the policies 

are to be adapted by the member-States to their own domestic condi-

tions and are tc he executec by them; the organizations mentioned 

are to help in both instances (that is policy and execution). As 

far as arriculture is concerned these policies are in the areas of 

traininf, extension services, dissemination of information, marketing 

investment, research, cre~it facilities, commo<lity pricing systems~ 

processinr, and storage, transport, and land t~nure. All these areas 

are very closely interrelated and should be considered the components 

of a holistic apricultural rolicy. It is common rlace that African 

agriculture has failed to rise from its present level of subsistence 

(an~ a very poor subsisten~e at that) to a dynamic sector with a 

multiplication of producin, rower because it is not a profitable 

enterprise which is sustained by innovations coming out of research, 

credit facilities~ investments and even proper policy of land use. 

To invigorate it, rovernments must not only adopt the proper policies 

but they must also relentessly rersue these policies to their successful 

conclusion. 

The response of African rublic enterprises cannot be said to 

have be8n warm so far. There is ~aarth of relialle data on their 

performance because of the difficulty of communication and lack of 

feedback. However, they themselves are subjected to the policies 
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of their respective covernments which may not be systematic or even 

rational. The ultimate test of their p~rformance ~ust nevertheless 

be determi~ed by their proximity to the targets of the Lagos Plan of 

Action or even their own national development plans. The papers which 

will relate to us various c~untry experiences will probably shed 

more ~efinite light on the progress made in the last two years. So 

far, there is no ~ecord of any discernable achievement since the 

African countries committed themselves in 1980 to the Plan. 

(b) Industry 

The complementarity of acriculture and industry has been given 

due recop,nition by the Plan. Industry can ensure a multi~licarion 

of agricultural production by producing the necessary implements. 

4gricultur~ .• on its part, produces some inputs to industry 9 especially 

food proce~sin~_and textile industries. Therefore. africulture and 

industry must not be_see~ as two competing and mutually hostile areas. 

ihe old debate_~bet~er to develop by industrialization or by farrnine 

on a larre scale is no lonecr _relevant; there can be no development 

by one means to the exclusion of the other. 

The Plan sets some targets in Industry and these tarrets are 

tough, to say the least. In the first place, the Plan reaffirms-~he 

decisions passed at the Second General Conference of UNIDO at Lima 

and the Thir~ General Conference of UNIDO at Nev Delhi on the African 

Industrial Development Decade and endorses the New Delhi Declaration. 

and Plan of Action submitted by the Group of 77. - In order to meet 

the tarf;ets set by all these, Africa will have to produce an industrial 

output of 1% of-world industrial production hy 1985 and reach the 2% mark 

by the year 2,00-0. Expressed in percentage terms these tarfets seem 

to be within ~asy reach, but when expressed in terms of tons of finished 

pporls they are indeed formidable and will daunt everyone but the most 

determinec. 
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Tte current decarie (l~SO to lJCO) has been rrclaiwed the 

:;Industrial Developmect Decade in Africa:: in or~er thet Africa will 

achieve a rreater share of world in~ustrial output, This challenre 

is o!:viously nirectod to the industrial pu!:lic enterprists, It is 

they, wore than any oth~r, vhc should familiarize themselves not 

only with the La~cs Plan cf Action tut also with the contents anf 

requirements cf the In~ustrial ryevelopreent Decade Propra~me which 

ernohasises the develonIDent of certain core industries (such as 

metallur£ical, chemical, enpineerinr, au~ huildine materials) which 

provide effective linkages to other sectors of the econowy like agri

culture. 

To implement _the progra~ree for the Intustrial Develop~ent 

Deca~e for Africa would require at least U~tllQ !:illion, Frorr the 

magnitude of this anticirated expen~iture we can feduce the magnitude 

of the challe.q,e to te met ani: the size of the effort to he made. The situa

tion is ccrnlicate? -furtl1er ly tJ," fact thqt the cor8 - 1~cl{1stries are cha-· 

racteri~f'r' by coi,pJ.cx arc1 sor,histicater1 tecl!r:0lofiee arsC' are subject to re~,.,.. 

~o~ies nf scaJ.e. l!rfortunat_ely, ~oRt !fricPr courtries are facef with pro-

blems of wobilizing and redeploying financial resources of the establishment 

of these industries ano are har6 rressed for forei£n exchanre: the 

private sector, beinf weak, cannot even rlream of estatlishing them. 

This leaves the field to foreign private entrepreneurs, tut they 

themselves would not come in without a favourable investment policy 

w~ich will not bnly attract thew tut will also guarantee re~atriation 

of carital anc profits. A wise foreipn invest~ent rolicy should 

sticulate the transfer of techn0lo~y to nationals. In fact some 

African countriEs, such as Za~~ia, have provided the material 

incentives for a fcrward-lookinr policy of trainin~ nationals, !:y 

deductinp the cost of such traininp from the taxes due to the Gover--

nEent. rut ever when a country adopts a very liheral invest~ent 

policy forei~n investors are fiscourareo by apparent instability 

and the rossi~ility of a socialist covern□ert cominp to power. 
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It would be contrary to th~ Apirit of the L~gos Plan of Action 

and the clamour for self-reliance to say that the Continent should 

bdustriali~e by persuinf a liber~l investment policy which ~ould 

attract foreign industrial corporatione,~ultinationals and others. 

True, the required financial resources alone ~Te formidable and 

cannot le wholly provided by the me~ber-States alone witho~ receiving 

refterou9 support from international orgeuizatioce and bilateral 

sources. These difficulties are very discouraginf indeed and co 
not help African countries to be optimistic about meeting the challenies. 

The response of African industrial enterprises has not been 

clear. Fut we are not aware of notable achievemerits since the Lagos 

Plan of Action was adopte~ two years apo. We will leave the papers 

on country experiences to tell us of any success stories, if there 

are any. Even the merr,J:,cr-States h~ve not been supplying any feed -

back information to the BCA ard the O~U on the difficulties encountered 

and the success achieved in the implementation of the Plan. ty now 

a freat deal shoul~ l1ave been achieve<l. At least th€ foundations of 

a sound and coherent industrial policy which harmonizes with agricul

tural policy should have been laid down; apain there is no evidence 

that even the beginninfs of such a policy obtain in the meruLer-States. 

(c) Natural resources and Science and Technology 

There are o~vious advantages in takinr, science and technology 

together with natural resources since the two are so closely inter

relatecl. Africa !s endowed with abundant natural resources but they 

r£main lareely underdeveloped or even untapped. The Lagos Plan of 

Action identifies the problems confronting African States in the 

fielcl of natuT"al resources as: "lack of information on natural 

~esource endowffent of lArge and unexplored areas and the activities 

of transnational corporations dealing with natural resouiie.issessments; 11 

lack of adequate capacity (capital, skills and technology) for the 

dPvelopment of these resources; a considerable rlependence on foreign 

transnational corporations for the tlevelopment of a narrow range of 
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African natural resources selected by these corporations to supply new material 

needs of the developed countries: the inadequate share in the value 

added generated by the exploitation of natural resources of ~ember

States 0ue to imperfect pricinE and marketing practices, non-inte

gration of the raw materials exportin£ industries into the national 

economics of the member-St~tes thus impe~inf backward and forward 

linkages; extremely low level of development and utilization of those 

natural res·ources of ho interest· to foreiEn·-t.r-ansnational c_orp_orations; 

and disappointingly low general contribution of natural resources 
1/ 

endowment to socio-econorrdc development. 11 -

The excercise of s:vereignty by the African States over their 

natural resources is limited ty the above factors and the Lagos Plan 

of Action addresses itself to these problems. 

that the etrater,y curing the l~SOs aims at: 

Therefore, it recommends 

(1) assessing natural 

resources endowments and usine the information in planning, and (i) 

intetratinz the development of naturAl resources in socio-economic 

development progremmes, both national and African, in order to 

encourace the complementarity of different natural resources, (3) 

undertaking co~prehensiv~ manpower~ technology and capital needs 

surveys, (4) strenftheninr existinr natiopal and African multinational 

institutiobs dealinr with natural resource development, (5) harmonizing· 

natural resource development policies, and (6) working closely with 

the international c-0mmunity as well as non-African agencief involved in 

natural resource development in the region, The Plan al~o sets some 

objectives in the development of particular resources such as mineral 

and water resources. The latter resource ie inde8d .vital .to lar[e 

parts of the Continent which are so dry that even drinking water is 

in short supply. It takes precedence therefore (more in th~se areas 

than in others) over all the other natural resources. 

i/ Ibid, P. para. 76 
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The_ place of science and technoloey is not held in dispute. The 

argument may be advanced that the present level of development, which is 

admittedly very low, do£s not justify any preoccupation with science 

anc! technology. A country which cannot even execute a siruple rural 

development project, one woult say, will hardly benefit from the 

sophistication inherent in the aprlication of science and technology. 

fut African countries find themselves in a fast-moving world and have 

the dream to cetch up with others. In President Nyerere;s terma, 

therefore, they have to tirun while others walk 11
~ 

only with the aid of science and technology. 

they could do so 

Not surprisinelY, the longest chapter in the Laeos Plan of 

Action is the one on science and technology. This ,is not to say, 

however, that science and technology are more important than agri

culture or human resource devclorment; lut the prominence siven to them 

in tl1e Plan is merely to undersore the importance of science and 

technology as acceler8tors of agricultural and industrial development: 

they are not an enC in themsel~es 1 but they are sine ~ua none to 

speedy development. Furthermore, the very mention of science and 

tcchnolORY may Give the impression that the member-States are beinf 

asked to go for high technology and a~vanced scientific methods: 

perhaps, the ~a~ufacture of cars, planes and computers - and even 

space technology - re~dily come to mind. This would ~e rr~sposterous 

in view of the cu~rent stage of African development - or unferdcvelopment. 

The science and technoloey prorrammA rccommcn~ed in the PlRn is a very 

simple one - and sometl1ing within the reach of African cointries. The 

Plan actually calls for, inter alia, the encouracement of indigenous 

technologies, exchanr,e of knowlec'lfe and ex·perience a.monr African 

scientists arid tcchn6lorists, technology transfer amonp member-States 

and technical cooperation among them. 

A rreat many African countries do not have any institutions for 

the promotion of science and technology: others, thouph few in number, 

have ministries, agencies and centres for such a purpose. Since all 

independent African countries have committed themselves to the Lagos 
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Plan of Action and have therefore acc~pted its science a~ri technoloey 

programme they will be well-a~viserl to start with institution tuildine 

to which the Plan ~evotee a sreat deal. 
, < 

The economic debate in EuropL and North America centers today 

on enerey, After the petrol crises which followed the Arab/Israeli 

war of 1973 energy problems became more and more urrent. The deve-

loped world haa heen eneaeed inn frantic search for alternative 

sources of enerry, tut Africa needs enersy too, not for cold winters 

and numerous ancl heavy industries~ but for its limited number of 

industries, cities and villages. Ene~gy is not only petrol: it is 

many end varied and Africa is senerously endowed with present and 

potential sources of enerp.y. Therefore, a fOOrl deal. of rEsearchj 

if carried out, will creatly benefit Africa. Uowe:ver-, the research 

which is now roine on in the developed world is focused on findin£ 

a cheaper replacement for petrol so that factories will operate, cars 

will move, planes will fly, and homes will te warm in the winter. 

Unfortunately, many African rovernments have not so far 

understood the value of research; they therefore think that any 

amonnt of money srent on research is raoney wasted. The develored 

countries are carrying out the type of research which will benefit 

them; it would he naive to expect them to be so ultruistic as to 

engage in research which will only benefit their future competetors. 

That is probably why research in solar ~nerpy, for example, did not 

r,o far enoush: it is still in the demonstrative stage. The sun is 

burnnine hot over most of the Third World, but one fails to understand 

why the oil-rich countries, notably those of Arabia, which are rich 

also with solar energy, do not put substantial amounts of money into 

the research in solar enerBY' perhaps somebody should direct this to 

their attention or, better still, the matter should be one for Arab/ 

African cooperation. 

To what extent, one may ask, have Lfrican public enterprises 

responded to these opportunities? First of all, in most countries, 
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the exploration ane development of natural resources is not entrusted 

to rublic enterrrises. Generally, there are ministries of mininc, 

water supply and ener~y and almost no institutions at all for science 

and technology. This is not to deny the existence of rninina and oil 

comranies, electricity, hydraulic anG other en2r2y-tapning arencies 1 

but ~hese are few in number an~ control is firmly in the hands of the 

central sovcrnnent. Fublic er.terprises, such as exist in these areas, 

have not made any successes which are worth notinp. Oil has been 

found 7 as we read in the cews, in scDe African countries, like Ivory Cbast, 

the fudan, Malawi~ and Tanzania, but by foreign companies. It is 

believed that oil is available in commercial ouantities in a number 

of tther African countries and there is strong suspiscion that the 

reason for not drilling it out to the surface is rolitica1. If 

African countries had the technical caracity to do this for themselves 

their economic situation would have bee~ very different from what it 

is today. Unfortunately, oil prospecting and drilling need a very 

sophisticated technology which is even beyond the reach of inter-

~ediate powers, let alone Africa. For this reason the publicly-owned 

oil companies in Nigeria and Libya, for instance, do not de any 

prospectinf or crillinf themselves. If public enterprises rlo not 

have the knowledge and the technical capacity to carry out the fun

ctions an~ responsibilities entrusted to them their ~xistence loses 

sense anrl meAning. 

(d) Transport anC Communication 

The role and imrortance of the public sector in the transport 

and communications sector in Africa is well established in that all 

the various transport modes and communications media have, are 3 and 

will continue tote developed by the public sector or by agencies under 

di~ect public control. 

As far as the Lagos Plan of Action is concerned, it needs to be 

pointed out that a comprehensive prorramme for the development of the 
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transport and corn~unicatiors sectors had already been estaLlished 

under the auspices of tl1e Unite~ Nation's Transport and Communications 

Decade in Africa (UNTACDA) and the LPA merely subsumed this programme 

in its entirety. Thus in the transport anG communications sectors, 

the LPA and UNTACDA are one and the same. 

Already the development of railways, maritime and ports, inland 

water transport, air transport~ and the trans-African road network are 

firmly under the responsibility of the pullic sector in Africa and the 

strategy advanced by the LPA does not introduce any implications for these 

sectors. Similarly, the PANAFTEL rrograrnme in its 2ntirety is under the 

various public authorities and ministries of teleco~munications in the 

various African countries. 

P~blic sector responsibility for transport and commuaications 

~evelopment has invariatly pone hand in hand wi~h public Pnterprises 

ant companies for the construction and maintenance of infrastructures 

with the result that all African ports, airports, railways, roads, 

telecommunications network, etc .. , have either b~en conrtructed by 

public sector firms or under public sector control, by private firms. 

It should te pointed out that once transport aud co:Jruunications 

infrastructures and facilities have been constructed in place, they 

last A long tirne anf ·re~uire adenuate periodic anrl occasional emergency 

maintenance. Thia is true for ports 1 airports, railways, highways, 

telecom~unications networks et C. • , and the perpetual existecce of 

public enterprises to 0perate these facilities does not necessarily imply 

that public construction companies should be maintained for each of these 

modes, s.ince in most cases construction of new facilities or~c.urs b ;":Ween 

long intervals. The. ~xi_stence of public oonstructi?n conp2nies in many 

African countries with expensive capital and specialized o~uipment whict 

is seldom used, partly because heavy/specialized construction is not 

a continuous process and partly because such companies are not suitee 

for contract works, is uneconomical. Ehat is important ond indispensable 

is well-equipped maintenance crews for the upkeep of the system. 
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While acknowledginf the role of the public sector in the 

transport and ·communic~tibns sectors, national self-sufficiency 

in public construction companies for eaih country is not necessarily 

viable for each country. A rational solution to this problem lies 

in multinational or subregional approaches which could encourage 

th£ setting up of a few nu~ber of multinational or subregional 

construction companies which can carry out work on subregional basis 

and thus be assured of sufficient work and efficient use of heavy 

capital-intensive equipment and it does not p~ticularly matter whether 

such companies are public or private. 

Eoth the LPA and the UNTACPA call for close co-operation both 

at the regional/subregional levels in the implementation of transport 

anC communications sector prograrn~es. Poliiies for such co-operation 

and programmes for joint implementation have already bein established 

in the transport And com~unications sutsectors. These include poli-

cies and programmes on regional and subregional activities in maritime, 

air, railway, highways, trainin~· institutions and programmes, some of 

which.are already being implemented unfer the first phase of the Decade. 

The major constraints encountered so far and likely to be 

encountered in the future are: 

(i) lack of the large financial and technical resources to 

carry out sowe of these multinational projects; 

(ii) 

(iii) 

lack cf an established subregional or intergovernmental 

body to co-ordinate some of the activities on behalf of 

the various countries involved; and 

the legal implications and thus the unwillingness of any 

one country to promote some multinational, subregional 

and regional programmes and activities of co-operation. 
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In conclusion, all public sectors in Africa should play an 

active and important role in the impl~mentation of the LPA in the 

transport and communications sectors~ not so much b.ecnuse the LPA 

requires th~m 1 lut because transport and communications have tradi-

tionally been public sector activities. In ~he_ fields of transport 

and communications.~ but ~ore so in the former, the putlic sector 

has made noticeable improvements especially in so far as the 

construction of roa~s is concerned, 

(e) Trade and Finance 

Public enterprises in the sector of trade are usually engafed 

i~ domestic trade, Those for foreign trade exist but they are 

ad~ittedly few because international trade is balanced in favour of 

imports: in other words there is a trade deficit because countries 

in Africa, indeed in the Third World as a whole, import much more 

than they export. This blatant imbalance can be remedied in large 

measure hy increasinf exports and reducing imports through import

sutstitution and by changing the pattern of consumption in favour of 

domestic goods. 

Many African countries have established public enterprises 

which will ?roduce for the domestic market roods which were pre

viously imported, These enterprises operate what have been termed 

as ninfant industriest' which were said to rc~uire protection until 

they were strong enough to st~nd on their own feet and compete with 

the mori established industries of the ~eveloped countries. The 

arguments for and against import-substitution-raging in the sixties 

and seventies - are very well-known, but African countries will be 

well advised to listen to forei~n criticism if only for th purpose 

of self improvement. They should therefore, pause, for self-re-

examination and self-reassessment; the vi t.al q.ucstion. they should 

ponder about is whether African industries have been ''spoilt'· Ly 

continued dependence on protection or whether they have languished 
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for lack of it, However varied and commonplace the reasons may be 

the fact remains, to this date, that imports have devoured. the foreign 

currency resour«es of moat African countries. 

If African countries must import wby can't they import from 

each other ? In other words, why shouldn't there be an inter-African 

trade which should be given a chance to take root and prosper? In 

this sphere also the problems are frustrating and at the height of 

these problems are transport and communication difficulties which 

are the life-blood of any trade, We have covered these problems briefly 

in this Section under the relevant title but when it comes to trade, be 

it domestic or intarnational, one is unavoidably impressed with the 

importance of transport and communication. Eut there are other barriers 

to inter-African trade: even such contiguous countries as Nigeria and 

the Cameroon find it much easier to trade with Eritain and France 

respectively than with each other; there are problems of language 

and outlook, of politics 3nd ethnics, and of financial and insti

tutional arrangements. In addition, African goods are generally very 

highly priced and of low quality and ara not therefore comn0tl·l!ve, 

The Lagos Plan of Action lays heavy emphasis on the remov~l 

of these barriers and the establishment of economic integration groupines. 

It sets a numter of goals which have to be attained in the' first half 

of this decade. The role of public enterprises, so far, iri promoting 

and venturing into economic integration has not been very clearly 

defined or successfully played. There are ec6nomic integration 

groupings such as FCOWAS and UDEAC, to mention just two,and we have 

seen recently the establishment of the Eastern and Southern African 

Preferential Trade Area but there have been some failures too, 

such as the collapse of the once-promising East African Economic 

Community. Yublic enterprises generally operate as far as foreign 

trade is concerned in the export of, say, coffee, cocoa, bananas or 

whatever ·else a country may have as its main expo~t; they arc also 

concerned in imports and wholesale supply to domestic business 
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establishments: there are those enterprises which specialize in 

importine medical drugs for distribution to pharmacies as there are 

others which import 'ihinrs like building materials, petrol and its 

affiliates, and even cars, tractors and the like. In countries 

where socialism has been declared as a national ideology public 

enterprises sprinp up for every conceivable trade. Eowever, the 

public enterprises in the sector of trafe (and we wust include 

those in agr~culture and industry not only because they export 

their goods, but. also because they are involved in a very vital 

hard-~urren~y saving exercise) have not made a very impressive 

performance. This conclusion can be reached very easily when one 

sees chronic. shortaies of commodities for vhich they have been made 

responsible or the d~indiing of their foreign exch~nge earning 

capacity. 

Finance is of course supremely important. If late, the lack 

of it has been blawed fcir conveivable Short-falls in supplies -

especially, the lack.of ·hard currency. Finance is the life-blood 

of development; but it is also true that development produces finance. 

Public sector institutions iri the financial sector, especially the 

banks (central banks, credit banks, conmercial banks, and all sorts 

of development banks) bear the responsibility fat financing development 

projects, not those of government only, but also those in the private 

sector. In fact, it is the public sector vhich sets the pace and 

tempo of the private sector but it is the private sector which invigorates 

the econ.omy. Firancial institutions which have now become quite 

ineffective shoulcl be v_ivified so that they will in turn breath a new 

life into the multifarious projects which are dying for lack of deve-· 

lopment finance. 

Development finance is not cinly in creclits and insurance ~ut it 

is also in the realm of taxatio~. 'The latter can be used either to 

encourage or to kill development. There is a type of greed on the 

part of governments desirocis of filling up the public purse, which 

leads to heavy and burdensome 'iaxation and therefore stifles development. 

Governments s~ould encourage national entrepreneurs through tax incen

tives without which they cannot for?e ahead their development schemes; 
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these in~entives are also essential for those pu~lic enterprises which 

show positive results in their endeavours. 

III. CONCLUSIONS 

We have noted the reasons why the public sector should play such 

a doroinant role in the economic life of African nations: one reason 

is purely ideological; the other is that the private sector is very 

weak, In countries where a free-market economy operates the public sec-

tor takes the responsibility to vivify tbe private sector so that it 

will shoulder its own share of responsibilities in the development 

task.· In most countries in Africa (even in those without compelling 

ideological reasons) we find that the public sector has actually stifled 

the iriitiative of the private sector and has consequently and unnecessarily 

overburdened itself with responsibilities. For this reason it has been 

very sluggish when in fact the situation demanded a freat deal of 

dynamism. 

The Lagos Plan of Action presents difficult challenges to public 

enterprises in particular, hut it also provides some opportunities. 

The first and greatest challcnre of all is whether the opportunities 

will be perceived, correctly int~rpreted and vircrously persued. 

Although concrete information on the performance of each public center 

enterprise is lacking it appears to be fair to say that they seem 

to have fallen somewhat behind expectations. low could this con-

clusion te reached, one ~ay ask, without 11 facts an<l fifures'' ? the 

fact is that the proeress made, since the Flan was adopted in 1?30, 

in the various fields of development activity is quit£ imperceptible -

if the situation has not even deteriorated. One only needs to look 

at the acute shortages which have not been remedied, the drain of 

valuacle anc scarce hare currency still unabatec, the old practices 
• 

of maladministration not anywhere near falling into desuetude, the 

mis3uided policies &ill in use and the serious departures from some 

vital tenets of the Plan. As previously mentionec, it is for the 
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country papers to recount to us some success stories which occurred 

since the Plan was adopted two years ago. 

The first priority of the Lagos Plan of Action is, understandably, 

self-sufficiency in food; in other vor~s, the firht against hunger 

co'IT!es first. The main reason for this is that the wide-spread prevalence 

of hunper has causea mal.nutrition, disease ac~ even starvation and,in 

conseauence, African countries have been compelled to compromise their 

sovereignty in order to save lives; 

hasic necessities cannot be free. 

a man who needs others for his 

The primary goal, therefore, is 

free~om from want after having wore freedom from colonial domination. 

Exports have not been riven in the Lagos Flan of Action the prominence 

they found in the pages of the forld rank Report which is seen in 

some quarters, nainly African, an a device to d~flect African countries 

from the course they have chosen for themselves; one does not give 

away, for anything, something on which one 1 s own survival hinges and 

anything to be exported away CTust be classified as surplus. In Africa, 

therefore, the battle for development is a battle for survival and 

the public sector as a whole (and public enterprises in particular) 

should, with that in view, endeavour to fulfill the reouirements of 

the Lagos Plan of nction, Thev should continually and on periodical 

basis examine themselves and assess their own performance so ~hat they 

would see where they are poinp- and will never lose, sieht of the main 

goal. 

I • 


